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Bang, Molly
088430 When Sophie’s Feelings Are Really,
Really Hurt. Sophie is hurt when the other children
laugh at her painting of her favorite tree--but when
she explains her painting everybody understands
what she was trying to do. il. [IL 4-8] 36 pages Blue
Sky 2015 E (AR/RC) 22.28
Barton, Byron
095050 My House. Jim the cat describes his favorite
places inside and outside his house. il. [IL 3-6] 39
pages Greenwillow 2016 E (AR) 20.88
Barton, Chris
095029 Dazzle Ships: World War I And The
Art Of Confusion. When the British Royal Navy grew
desperate to protect their ship from German U-Boat
attacks, they created Dazzle ships in order to confuse the
enemy of their location and destination. il. Ngai, Victo. [IL
8-11] 37 pages Millbrook 2017 940 (AR/RC) 22.98
Camper, Cathy
185204 Lowriders Blast From The Past. In this graphic
novel prequel to the Lowriders books, Elirio is painting
murals based on indigenous words, and a gang of bullies
are harassing him--until he meets Lupe and Flapjack, and
together they form their club. il. Gonzalez, Raul. [IL 8-12]
123 pages Chronicle 2018 741 (AR/RC) 16.29
Colon, Raul
232305 Imagine! In this wordless picture book, when
a boy visits an art museum and one of the paintings
comes to life, he has an afternoon of adventure and
discovery [that] changes how he sees the world ever
after. il. [IL 4-8] 41 pages Simon 2018 E 21.58
Daywalt, Drew
264528 Day The Crayons Came Home. One day,
Duncan is happily coloring with his crayons when a
stack of postcards arrives in the mail from his former
crayons, each of which has run away or been left behind,
and all of which want to come home. il. Jeffers, Oliver.
[IL 5-8] 39 pages Philomel 2015 E (AR/RC) 22.28
de la Pena, Matt
265892 Milo Imagines The World. While Milo and
his sister travel to a detention center to visit their
incarcerated mother, he observes strangers on the
subway and draws what he imagines their lives to
be. il. Robinson, Christian. [IL 4-8] 39 pages Putnam
2021 E (AR) 22.28
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Dean, James
264730 Pete The Cat: Crayons Rock! When his
friends aren’t exactly impressed by the portraits he
draws of them, Pete’s confidence in his artistic ability
is shaken. Luckily, Pete remembers “there are no
mistakes in art” and draws a fun picture that he loves
using his big groovy box of crayons. il. [IL 4-8] 33
pages Harper 2020 E (AR) 22.28
Diaz, Junot
276582 Islandborn. Lola was just a baby when her
family left the Island, so when she has to draw it for
a school assignment, she asks her family, friends,
and neighbors about their memories of her homeland
... and in the process, comes up with a new way of
understanding her own heritage. il. Espinosa, Leo. [IL
5-8] 46 pages Dial 2018 E (AR/RC) 21.58
Fenske, Jonathan
330807 After Squidnight. Late at night, squids
creep from the ocean to the reader’s house, where
they leave inky doodles on the bathtub, walls, books,
and more, then escape in time to avoid the blame. il.
[IL 4-8] 30 pages Penguin 2020 E (AR) 18.08
Hall, Michael
412611 Frankencrayon. If the crayons cannot stop
the scribble monster, this picture book and the play
“Frankencrayon” may have to be canceled. il. [IL 4-8]
40 pages Greenwillow 2016 E (AR) 21.58
412633 Red: A Crayon’s Story. Red’s factoryapplied label clearly says that he is red, but despite
the best efforts of his teacher, fellow crayons and
art supplies, and family members, he cannot seem
to do anything right until a new friend offers a fresh
perspective. il. [IL 4-8] 38 pages Greenwillow 2015 E
(AR/RC) 21.58
Henkes, Kevin
438038 Sweeping Up The Heart. After an eventful
spring break, seventh-grader Amelia Albright’s life
changes forever. [IL 8-12] 183 pages Greenwillow
2019 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Luyken, Corinna
590896 Book Of Mistakes. As an artist creatively
incorporates her slipups into a drawing, readers see
the ways in which ‘mistakes’ can provide inspiration
and opportunity, and reveal that both the art and
artist are works-in-progress. il. [IL 4-8] 50 pages Dial
2017 E (AR/RC) 22.28
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Morris, Chad
659488 Squint. Flint Minett has keratoconus, an eye
disease, but desperately wants to win a comic book art
contest so that he and his new friend McKell Panganiban
will be better accepted at middle school. [IL 8-11] 252
pages Shadow Mountain 2019 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Nelson, Marilyn
670512 Lubaya’s Quiet Roar. A quiet girl makes a
powerful impression through her artwork in this story
of introversion and peaceful protest. il. Williamson,
Philemona. [IL 5-8] 26 pages Dial 2020 E 21.58
Oppel, Kenneth
690636 Inkling. From the moment Inkling drags
himself free from the pages of a sketchbook, he is on
a mission. To teach Ethan how to draw, to help Ethan’s
artist dad get working again--and to try to fix something
inside Ethan’s house and heart. il. Smith, Sydney. [IL
8-12] 256 pages Knopf 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 21.58
Pilkey, Dav
717069 Cat Kid Comic Club. Readers will unleash
their own creativity as they open the door to visual
comic-book storytelling with the help of Dav Pilkey and
his heartfelt, humorous, and amazing cast, featuring
Li’l Petey, Molly, and Flippy in Cat Kid Comic Club. In
graphic novel format. il. Garibaldi, Jose. [IL 7-10] 173
pages Scholastic 2020 741 (AR) 18.08
Reynolds, Peter H. (Peter Hamilton)
748658 Dot. Vashti believes that she cannot draw,
but her art teacher’s encouragement leads her to
change her mind. il. [IL 5-9] 32 pages Candlewick
2003 E (AR/RC) 19.49
748905 Sky Color. Marisol loves to paint. So when
her teacher asks her to help make a mural for the school
library, she can’t wait to begin! But how can Marisol
make a sky without blue paint? After gazing out the bus
window and watching from her porch as day turns into
night, she closes her eyes and starts to dream. il. [IL
5-8] 32 pages Candlewick 2012 E (AR) 19.49
Smith, Kim
827091 Boxitects. Meg goes to Maker School to hone
her talent for building with boxes, but when Simone,
another boxitect, arrives they become so competitive
they nearly fail in the annual Maker Match. il. [IL 4-7]
37 pages Clarion 2020 E (AR) 21.58
Stevens, Robin
800673 Guggenheim Mystery. While visiting their
cousin Salim in New York City, Ted and Kat investigate
the theft of a famous painting from the Guggenheim
Museum for which Salim’s mother is the prime suspect.
[IL 8-12] 323 pages Knopf 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 6.50*
Varon, Sara
906059 My Pencil And Me. Step into the studio of
Sara Varon and see how she faces her insecurities and

overcomes creative roadblocks. il. [IL 3-7] 40 pages
First Second 2020 E 22.28
Verde, Susan
908009 Hey, Wall: A Story Of Art And Community.
Armed with pencils, paints, dreams, and Grandma
Addy’s memories of how beautiful the neighborhood
once was, Angel and others paint the big wall that had
been cold, empty, and cheerless. il. Parra, John. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Simon 2018 E (AR) 21.58
Wheeler, Lisa
937697 Someone Builds The Dream. Explores the
many types of work that go into building our world. il.
Long, Loren. [IL 5-8] 42 pages Dial 2021 500 22.98
Zemke, Deborah
980154 My Life In Pictures. When budding artist
Bea Garcia’s best friend moves to Australia and a
loud, rambunctious boy moves into her old house, Bea
must learn to make new friends. il. [IL 6-9] 134 pages
Puffin 2017 Fic (AR/RC) 14.89
Set # S34952 of 26 books @ $527.74
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Craft, Jerry
247077 New Kid. Seventh grader Jordan Banks
loves nothing more than drawing cartoons about his
life. But instead of sending him to the art school of
his dreams, his parents enroll him in a prestigious
private school known for its academics, where Jordan
is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade. As
he makes the daily trip from his Washington Heights
apartment to the upscale Riverdale Academy Day
School, Jordan soon finds himself torn between two
worlds--and not really fitting into either one. Can
Jordan learn to navigate his new school culture while
keeping his neighborhood friends and staying true to
himself? In graphic novel format. il. Callahan, Jim. [IL
8-12] 249 pages Harper 2019 741 (AR/RC) 18.08
Gutman, Dan
408654 Lincoln Project. Miss Z, a mysterious
billionaire and a collector of rare photographs, is
sending her four recruits back in time on a mission to
capture, for the first time, one of the most important
moments in American history--Abraham Lincoln
giving his famous Gettysburg address. il. [IL 8-12]
224 pages Harper 2016 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Libenson, Terri
572426 Truly Tyler. Ever since Tyler started getting
into art and hanging out with Emmie, his friends and
teammates have been giving him a hard time. He
wonders why can’t he nerd out on drawing and play ball?
Emmie is psyched that she gets to work on a comics
project with her crush, Tyler. But she gets the feeling
that his friends don’t think she’s cool enough. Maybe it’s
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

time for a total reinvention. In graphic novel format. il.
[IL 8-12] 374 pages Harper 2021 741 (AR) 18.08
Martin, Ann M.
606261 Claudia And The New Girl. Claudia has
always been the most creative kid in her class ... until
Ashley Wyeth comes along. Ashley’s really different:
she wears hippie clothes, has multiple earrings, and
she’s the most fantastic artist Claudia has ever met.
Ashley says Claudia is a great artist, too, but thinks
she’s wasting her artistic talent with The Baby-sitters
Club. When Claudia starts spending more time with
Ashley and missing BSC meetings, it becomes clear
that Claudia has to make a decision--one of them has
to go! In graphic novel format. il. Epstein, Gabriela.
[IL 8-12] 164 pages Scholastic 2021 741 (AR) 18.08
Ruby, Laura
769752 Shadow Cipher. Three kids try to solve the
greatest mystery of the modern world: a puzzle and
treasure hunt laid into the very streets and buildings
of New York City. And if they want to save their home
from being destroyed by a real estate developer, they
must quickly prove the Old York Cipher is real. [IL
8-12] 476 pages Walden 2017 Fic (AR/RC) 21.58
Sell, Chad
792204 Roar Of The Beast. Vijay, the Beast, renounces
his title after being bullied by neighborhood teenagers
and no one is able to change his mind or lift his spirit.
Nate breaks his leg pursuing a monster that he saw
lurking around from his bedroom window after dark. No
one believes what he saw until others have sightings of
the monster roaming the Kingdom after dark. What is it
and who created it? In graphic novel format. il. [IL 9-12]
281 pages Knopf 2021 741 (AR) 23.68
Tarpley, Natasha
872516 Harlem Charade. Seventh-graders Jin,
Alexandra, and Elvin come from very different
backgrounds and circumstances, but they all live in
Harlem, and when Elvin’s grandfather is attacked they
band together to find out who is responsible--and
the search leads them to an enigmatic artist whose
missing masterpieces are worth a fortune, and into
conflict with an ambitious politician who wants to turn
Harlem into an historic amusement park. il. [IL 8-12]
297 pages Scholastic 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Tashjian, Janet
872623 My Life As A Cartoonist. Twelve-year-old
Derek wants to train his pet monkey to help Umberto,
a new student who uses a wheelchair, but Umberto
would rather steal Derek’s cartoon ideas. il. Tashjian,
Jake. [IL 9-12] 258 pages Holt 2013 Fic (AR/RC) 18.78
Tucker, Laura
891554 All The Greys On Greene Street. In SoHo,
1981, twelve-year-old Olympia’s dad disappears in

the middle of the night, leaving her only a cryptic
note and instructions to destroy it. Her mom has gone
to bed, and she’s not getting up. Apollo, her dad’s
business partner, is hiding something, her friend Alex
is acting strange, and her friend Richard has questions
about the mysterious stranger he saw outside. And
someone keeps calling, looking for a missing piece of
art. Her dad is the key, but she has to find him first.
il. Murphy, Kelly. [IL 8-12] 307 pages Viking 2019 Fic
(AR/RC) 21.58
Tyre, Lisa Lewis
896202 Last In A Long Line Of Rebels. When the
city of Zollicoffer, Tennessee, where her family lives,
announces plans to seize their one hundred seventyfive year old house through eminent domain, twelveyear-old Louise Mayhew needs to come up with a way
to save it--and her ancestor’s Civil War diary linking
the house to the Underground Railroad, as well as a
hidden treasure, seem to offer her family the best
chance of saving their home. [IL 10-14] 279 pages
Nancy Paulsen 2015 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Set # S34954 of 10 books @ $202.50
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Brown, Monica
158090 Frida Kahlo And Her Animalitos. A look at
the life of one of the world’s most influential painters,
Frida Kahlo, and the animals that inspired her art and
life. il. Parra, John. [IL 6-8] 33 pages NorthSouth
2017 759-B (AR/RC) 21.56
Greenberg, Jan
397799 Two Brothers, Four Hands: The Artists
Alberto And Diego Giacometti. The true story
of Swiss brothers and sculptors, Alberto and Diego
Giacometti. il. Hooper, Hadley. [IL 7-10] 64 pages
Holiday House 2019 709-C (AR/RC) 24.38
Guglielmo, Amy
885845 Pocket Full Of Colors: The Magical World
Of Mary Blair, Disney Artist Extraordinaire. The
joyful story of the trailblazing Disney artist Mary Blair.
il. Barrager, Brigette. [IL 4-8] 41 pages Atheneum
2017 709-B (AR) 21.58
Meltzer, Brad
636216 I Am Frida Kahlo. This picture book
biography follows Frida Kahlo’s start as an artist and
how she integrated her unique way of looking at the
world into her art. il. Eliopoulos, Chris. [IL 5-8] 32
pages Dial 2021 759-B 20.18
636317 I Am Walt Disney. A biography of Walt Disney
with a focus on his work making dreams come true for
himself and for generations of children. il. Eliopoulos,
Chris. [IL 6-8] 40 pages Dial 2019 741-B (AR) 20.18
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Rosenstock, Barb
765108 Noisy Paint Box: The Colors And
Sounds Of Kandinsky’s Abstract Art. A picture
book biography of Russian abstract painter Vassily
Kandinsky, who experienced colors as sounds and
sounds as colors. il. GrandPre, Mary. [IL 4-8] 34 pages
Knopf 2014 759-B (AR/RC) 21.58
765140 Vincent Can’t Sleep: Van Gogh Paints
The Night Sky. A picture-book biography of Vincent
van Gogh and his paintings, including his most
famous, The Starry Night. il. Grandpre, Mary. [IL 4-8]
34 pages Knopf 2017 759-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Sidman, Joyce
817018 Girl Who Drew Butterflies: How
Maria Merian’s Art Changed Science. Explores
the extraordinary life and scientific discoveries
of Maria Merian, who discovered the truth about
metamorphosis. il. [IL 10-12] 120 pages Houghton
2018 595-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Tonatiuh, Duncan
884829 Funny Bones: Posada And His Day Of
The Dead Calaveras. Jose Posada was a Mexican
artist whose skeleton drawings are emblematic of
Mexico’s Dia de los Muertos. Explores the life of the
man who created these iconic images. il. [IL 6-10] 40
pages Abrams 2015 769-B (AR/RC) 22.28
Wallace, Sandra Neil
916713 Between The Lines: How Ernie Barnes
Went From The Football Field To The Art Gallery.
The remarkable story of Ernest “Ernie” Barnes--a star
NFL football player who wanted only one thing--to
make art. il. Collier, Bryan. [IL 4-8] 46 pages Simon
2018 796-B (AR/RC) 21.58
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Winter, Jeanette
956964 World Is Not A Rectangle: A Portrait Of
Architect Zaha Hadid. A biography of architect Zaha
Hadid, who grew up in Baghdad and went on to design
buildings all over the world. il. [IL 5-10] 56 pages
Beach Lane 2017 720-B (AR) 21.58
Set # S34955 of 11 books @ $238.06

Nonfiction For Older Readers
Gregory, Josh
401011 Fortnite: Building. Readers will learn all
about the game’s building system, from how different
structures are built to how they can be used in battle
situations. il. [IL 8-13] 32 pages Cherry Lake 2020
794 23.66
Harbo, Christopher L.
418714 10-Minute Drawing Projects. Looking for
quick and easy drawing projects for your makerspace?
From kittens and race cars to aliens and castles, these
amazing 10-minute drawing projects will have kids
making in no time! il. Makuc, Lucy. [IL 8-11] 32 pages
Capstone 2021 741 24.66
Rubin, Susan Goldman
769530 Maya Lin: Thinking With Her Hands. A
biography of civic activist Maya Lin, most famous for
her design of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. il. [IL
8-12] 99 pages Chronicle 2017 720-B (AR) 6.50*
Set # S34956 of 3 books @ $54.82
(Prices Subject To Change)
Fall 2021
*Overstock special while supply lasts.
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